Value Hotel Balestier is the delightful hotel with more than 200 well-appointed rooms, located at the busier side of Balestier Road. Within a short walking distance, Whampoa Makan Place (a local hawker centre) will offer a sample of Singapore’s famous hawker fare, at very reasonable prices.

Room Amenities
- Wifi (broadband) in room (complimentary if reservation is made on this website)
- 32” LCD/LED TVs with cabled channels (channels include Barclays Premier League, ESPN, CCTV4, CCTV News, Australian Networks, Fox Movies Premium, CCTV4, Shenzhen News, Super Sports Arena)
- Complimentary Beverages
- Complimentary Toiletries
- Coffee/tea making facility

How To Get Here

COMPLIMENTARY SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE TO NOVENA MRT
From Hotel to Novena MRT station: 08.15 to 12.00 hrs daily
(Hourly departure)
“Value Hotel Thomson is the ideal hotel for many travellers, with amenities and facilities usually not associated or provided by similar hotels in its price category.”

**Hotel Facilities**
- Complimentary shuttle bus service to Novena MRT
- Large outdoor swimming pool located on the 7th storey, with nice unblocked view of the surrounding
- A simple utilitarian gym
- City tour packages and attraction tickets
- Reputable restaurant (local and western cuisine)
- Covered secured carpark (chargeable)
- 24hr convenience store and ATM
- Work stations in the lobby with internet connectivity
- High speed wifi access throughout the hotel

**Room Amenities**
- Wifi (broadband) in room (complimentary if reservation is made on this website)
- 32” LCD/LED TVs with cabled channels (channels include Fox Movies Premium, Discovery Channel, Australia Networks, Super Sports Arena, Euro Sports News)
- Complimentary Beverages
- Complimentary Toiletries